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The Messenger can be obtained yearly by outside interested parties
by sending cheque or money order to the Editor, P.O.Box 60 Mission,
B.C. V2V 4L8. The price is $15.00 yearly. We desperately need funds
to keep this newspaper operating at the level of quality it presen
tly holds. Many thanks.

The Messenger is printed with the authority of the Warden and in
line with the Commissioner's Directives, All articles appearing in
this issue have been subject to a review by an Administration edit
orial board. Views and opinions are those of authors and are not
necessarily reflective of the opinions of administration or of news
paper staff. The Messenger is amonthly publication, and is publish
ed by the inmates of MissiomInstitution.

THIS ISSUE IS DEDICATED TO ALL THOSE INMATES WHO SUFFERRED AND DIED

IN THE STRUGGLE FOR PRISON JUSTICE.
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PRISON JUSTICE DAY. AUG. 10

Pr-ison Justice Day is a day which marks the memory of all the inmates
who sufferred and died in the struggle to improve prison conditions.
Some died"n the battles, the personal assaults which were_made upon
them by an antiquated prison administration; others £" «*™"**™
cracks and inconstancies in prisoner care only to die from medxcal
conditions far too advanced to treat.

Things began to change in the 1970-s. The rallying P»** ""•* «*}*
Prison Justice Day evolved was Hillhaven Penitentiary, August 10, 1974.
APrisoner na^ed Bobby Landers died of aheart-attack because prison
JuEStad ^connected the emergency buttons which *«•»»£»•*
S the cells. It was found that there were several medical "J***"
on file in which Bobby Landers had requested medical attention.
In Millhaven alone, between 1971 and 1976, there were 32 major inci
dents, such as smash-ups, hostage-takings, and murders. The B.C.Pen
was also boiling over in the 70's. In the year that Iwas there, there
were two hostage-takings and Classification Officer Mary Stienhauser
was shot and killed by the prison's own security force.
One year after Bobby Landers died,( August 10, 1975 )Prison Justice
Zy was concieved and marked by arefusal to eat or work This was
observed by penitentiaries across Canada, for they allhad theirown
Bobby Landers to remember. It was very successful in that it brought
the conditions of Canada's prisons to the attention of the public.
As aresult, Parlimentary Sub-Committees began inspecting prisons and
making recordations,( 68 in Millhaven alone.) There were some major
improvements made.
This August 10th will be recognized by arefusal to eat. »«•**"*?™dica?excePtions to this of course. As with last year, the 10th falls
on aweekend so there can be no refusal to work, but it must not be
forgotten that refusing to work is essential to the ™f-vi°len*statement we make each year in memory of those who suffered. Conditions
in prisons are far better than they were in the 70<s, but the ideal
of prison justice has yet a long way to go.
Many inmates have never experienced the ancient prison fortresses that
are still operating today. It is too easy to become complacent; to
say that those evil days are over.
Because of Prison Justice Day, some of those days will probablynever
return. But, injustices are not always bloody and dramatic.Some can
seem trivial to all but the inmate who understands that "^f*1"
often begins small and gains validation through mere existance and
complacency.

Prison Justice Day remains a critical point of awareness for all
prisoners in all prisons.

D. MacDonald
Editor.



EMERGENCY SESSION PASSES OFFENDERS BILL

Vancouver Sun 7/25/86

OTTAWA - A bill to keep dangerous offenders behind bars longer was
passed into law Thursday during an emergency parlimentary sitting
that the opposition denounced as a sham and a mockery.

The National Parole Board will now have the power to keep violent
offenders behind bars for their entire sentence rathey than releasing
them on mandatory supervision after two-thirds of their term.

To pass the bill, Progressive Conservative MPs had to defeat a cont
roversial Senate amendment that would have given the prisoners the
prisoners the right to appeal to the courts if they are denied re
lease on mandatory supervision.

The Conservative government mustered it's majority in the Commons
and killed the amendment, but not before a day-long tongue-lashing by
a riled opposition.

Opposition MPs accussed the government of creating false concerns about
public safety so it could recall parliment and do the work it neglect
ed before the summer break.

Liberal senators, who form a majority in the upper chamber, agreed
with the opposition MPs, although they eventually succumbed to the
will of the elected body and allowed their amendemnt to die.

Earlier in the Commons, the opposition berated the Tories for summon
ing MPs and senators back from vacation to pass a bill that has been
on the government order paper for maore than a year.

Solicitor-General Jim Kelleher, the first speaker during the one day
sitting, said about 40 violent offenders would be released within three
months unless Parliment moved swiftly.

PRISONER RELEASE SYSTEM CLAIMED MISUNDERSTOOD ( Van Sun )

Ottawa - Ole Ingstrup, the new head of the National Parole Board, says
the early releas program for prisoners that was hotly debated during a
special Parlimentary sitting this week is largely misunderstood.

" There are some general misconceptions," he says of the mandatory
supervision program that allows most prisoners to return to the streets
after they have served two-thirds of their sentences.

" One of them is that you protect society best if you keep people in
prison to the expiry of their warrant. I don't think that is always
the case."

Ingstrup, a former prison warden in his native Denmark, said in a recent
interview that the new powers will allow the board to distinguish
between prisoners who would benifit from supervised early release and
some of the dangerous ones who won't.

As a result of the new law passed this week, the parole board will be
able to keep violent prisoners behind bars for their entire sentences
if they are considered dangerous.



PAROLE BOARD GIVEN

GREATER POWER

SOLICITOR GENERAL INTRODUCES CHANGES TO MANDATORY SUPERVISION

OTTAWA - New legislation was tabled in the House of Commons by Solicitor
General Elmer MacKay, June 27, giving the National P-ole Board power to
deny release on mandatory supervision and to retain m custodr™*"£*nt
expiry those inmates considered to pose acontinumg risk topublic safety.
The legislation also gives inmates, convicted of violent offences (see
description )only one chance for release on mandatory suP^1"^. If re
voked from MS, these inmates will serve the remainder of their original
sentence in penitentiary unless paroled.

The specific legislative amendments are as follows:

1) NPB will be empowered to order the detention until warrenty expiry
of inmates who meet the criteria set out in the legislation.

2) Inmates identified as posing ahigh risk to public safety must meet
the following criteria to be set out in the Parole Act:
a) current offence(s) for which the offender has been convicted is

one of those listed in the Bill ( see description )
b) current offence(s) resulted in death or serious harm to another

c) reasonable grounds exist to conclude that the person is likely
to commit, prior to expiry of sentence, a violent crime that
will result in death or serious harm; or,

d) where the inmate does not meet the first criterion above if the
Commissioner of Corrections has reasonable grounds to believe
that an inmate is likely to commit, prior to the expiry of sen
tence, a violent crime that will result in death or seroius
harm, he may refer the case to the Chairman of the National
Parole Board for a review and hearing.

3) Inmates who meet the first criterion above but are not judged to
pose ahigh risk, may be released on MS. But, if their MS is revoked,
they will not be entitled to be released on MS again during the re
mainder of the sentence they are serving when released. In other
words, they will be given only "one shot" at MS.

4) For inmates convicted of one of the offences listed in the Bill,
(see description )but who are released on MS, the Parole Board
will be able to specify, as a condition of release, residence in a
"community based residential facility" which will include, with the
consent of CSC, community correctional centres.

5) The Parole Act will be amended to entitle all inmates under det-
ention order to a yearly review to determine if the detention order
should be varied.

6) The Parole Act will be amended to permit the lifting of the detention
order.

NPB cont....
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NPB cont...

7) The initial and yearly reviews will include a hearing before a x.<
panel of Parole Board members ( the number of required members
will be established by regulation.)

8) The Regulations will establish the guidelines to be used for making
decisions in these cases.

9) The following procedures will be set out in the Parole Act:
a) not later than six months prior to possible release date of an

inmate who meets the criteria, the Correctional Service of
Canada will send to the Parole Board information about the
inmate which addresses possible release plans, the information
upon which it is felt the criteria would apply and other info
rmation the Parole Board may require.

b) two months prior to the possible release date the inmate will
have recieved in writing the decision of the Parole Board, the
reasons for the decision and detailed conditions of release if
such is the decision.

10) Authority will be provided in th Parole Act to make regulations nec
essary for such matters of procedure and time requirements to ensure
fairness in the decision-making process, and to establish provision
for re-examination of the decisions.

11) The Parole Act will be amended to make organizational changes needed
to bring into effect the other recomendations of this proposal:

a) increase the size of the Board from 26 to 36;
b) expand the term of Temporary Board members to a maximum of 3 yrs;
c) Temporary Board members will be appointed during good behaviour

as a regular Board member.

12) A certain number of changes will make supervision more effective and
efficient:

a) all inmates will be entitiled to a review of their case by the
Parole Board, and a hearing, prior to their first parole elig
ibility date ( usually day parole eligibility after 1/6 of the
sentence has been served.);

b) the Parole Board will be relieved of its obligation to grant
inmates a hearing when they first become eligible for full parole
if the inmate has recieved a hearing for day parole within the
previous six months; .

c) the chairman of the National Parole Board will be authorized to
prescribe terms under which designated persons may exercise
their delegated authority;

d) the execution by peace officers of warrents of apprehension
issued by the Parole Board will be enlarged and fand facilitated;

e) the Governor-in-Council will be authorized to make regulations
prescribing that certain conditions be mandatory upon release on
parole or mandatory supervision with provision for individual
cases.to have exemption.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE DANGEROUS OFFENDERS

ON NEXT PAGE.
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INMATES WHO COMMITTED THESE CRIMES MAY BE DENIED MS

Inmates serving sentences for the following criminal code offences
could be denied release on mandatory supervision:

* manslaughter

* attempt to commit murder

* causing bodily harm with intent

* overcoming resistance to commission of an offence

* assault

* assault with a weapon or causing bodily harm

* aggravated assault

* unlawfully causing bodily harm

* assaulting a peace officer

* sexual assault

* sexual assault with a weapon, threats to a third party or causing
bodily harm

* aggravated sexual assault

* kidnapping

* robbery with violence, threats of violence or assault

* conspiracy to commit murder

The following offences under the criminal code as they read before
January 4, 1983:

* rape

* attempt to commit rape



IN ATTENDANCE:

R. LUSK
B. MACDONALD

G. MILLS

S. MCIVOR

MISSION INSTITUTION

WARDEN/INMATE COMMITTEE MEETING

1986/07/18

WARDEN

AW MNGKT. SERV.

DW COSP

UNIT CLERK

V. FITZGERALD

J. LYSEYKO

B. RAE

M. ANGUS

COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE MEMBER
COMMITTEE MEMBER
COMMITTEE SECRETARY

NEW BUSINESS

1) SHOWER CLEANING EQUIPMENT -The committee proposed Mission Institution
use the same equipment as used at Kent and Matsqui Institutions.
ACTION: Our SIS Department is investigating the possibility.

2) INMATE COMMITTEE OFFICE - Is being requested by the Committee from
which to better represent the population.

ACTION: Staff are to look at current space allocations.
3) "LATE" WEEK-END COUNT 08:00 HOURS -The Committee has recieved several

complaints and proposes the time be changed to 06:15 hours.
ACTION: The Warden will review the staffing situation.

4) INMATE CANTEEN FUNDS -The Committee requested to meet with Judy Croft
and Allison from Finance. Their request was granted and questions re
garding the account were answered.

5) ABSENCE OF A"NIGHT NURSE" IN THE INSTITUTION -Discussion was held.
ACTION: Direct Orders exist for staff regarding the procedure to
follow when inmates are ill during the night. The Warden will have the
procedures reviewed.

6) REGULAR MEETING TIME -This was esteblished to be the last Friday of
the month on an AD HOC basis.

ACTION: Agenda items to be submitted by Monday before the meeting.
7) a-27 BARRIER ACCESS -Availability of staff was questioned by Committee

ACTION: G. Mills will review the staffing situation.

8) POP CANS -The Committee brought up concerns with the procedure of
collecting pop cans for return to Stores. After a review of previous
procedures the Committee stated they would re-organize the matter.



PRISON JUSTICE DAY

0. AUGUST 10th

Fifteen years ago, Eddie Nolan, a prisoner in solitary confinement
at Millhaven Penitentiary, bled to death because the guards refused
to answer his, and those of other inmates, calls for help. This fact
was established at a formal inquest.

Twelve years ago. ( August 10 ) Bobby Landers, aprisoner at the same
institution died in solitary confinement of a heart attack.
These are only two examples of the despair caused by the apathy exist
ing in prison at the time, and which still exists today. As aresult
of these senseless deaths, the prisoners at Millhaven Instituted Aug.
?0th,the day Bobby died, aday of mourning. Other institutions were
asked to support their efforts and for the following years every pen
al institution in Canada has joined in. Since then, August 10th has
become known as Prison Justice Day.

It commemorates the death and sufferring of l"»*es l"1?*'"!^*?"*iails reformatories and penitentiaries. Those who died form beatings,
difSal attention! or by their own hands And also those who

did not die but bear the physical or psychological scars of the cruel
and unusua? punishment in solitary confinement and "Special Handling
Snits?" It commemorates those who sufferred to bring about more humane
prison conditions, and those who voluntarily took the heat tobring
orison iniustice out of the closet and into the eyes of the public.
This year bo^h Amnesty International and the Solicitor General have
documented incidents of torture in aCanadian Institution. Prison
JU UcTDay should remind everyone that the ^J0^™/0^-
ions never ends. During times of economic hardship, prisoners, wno
upposedly occupy the bottom rung of the social ladder are fair game
for everybody. Prison conditions are worsening again and it is up to
us to Sid the line. That is what August 10th, Prison Justice Day,
stands for.

Tt is asked on this day that prisoners do not eat or work, only to
drink water Shat could be easier? It's simple but it's up to each pris
onit ^sma^l gesture shows that you respect ^^^^^^
and the thousands of other prisoners who have sufferred aref™"11*'
and will suffer in our less than perfect judicial system. Remember,
from small acorns, mighty oaks grow. Thank you.

ROBBIE ROBIDOUX

ASST. EDITOR.



J.t bsiji.ns with t.ne ).oat;nsome use of the word security,
and in tne name of tnat fantasy, a cream filled myth, the
creation of concrete tombs were -chat fantasy fuilfiilec.
'Tnese tornais systematically murder mens' pride,

^ resoonsibiilty, and stength. Solitary confinement nas but
one effect and tnat is the erosion of a .mans1 mi no often
leading to the destruction of nis oociy in the form of
rrn.it :t lat .ion.

What manner of men use this delusion tnat solitary
seclusion is the proolem solver to men whom tney don't
understand. The. people wno 3ir& the keepers of these tombs in
the name of government, peace, and security have had their
own characters so decased, become so craven, and so
emasculated that they themselves have lost their humanity.

i t is time q&o pie outside tnese :l nst itut ione r&a. I i 2e
that tney delegate the powers to these so called Keepers
tnat nas become the club of tyrants. Tne administrations
staffs have long planned, by means of directives and
emergensies, to nut those prisoners lives into the nands of
sinister and sadistic men who continually prove through
their rash actions tnat they cannot do the job numanely, we
ha^B all become slaves to an all powerful! government,
slaves of a monster tnat tney naw^ created in titer demented
dreams, hen witn strong voices have tie&ri silenced, have been
locxeb in solitary confinement, been imprisoned witnin a
prison, driven into exile across the country, and are biena
tormented beyond tne call of the judgement to protect

? society which put them into orison. We have aeen sentenced
to prison as tne ounisnrnent, .not sentenced to prison to be
ounisheo.

Solitary confinement (in essence) according to tne
Penitentiary Service Regulations is not a punishment.
Because tro.s is supposedly so there n&s to be cnanges mace
in order that these men can exist ir\ a ueoree of comfort and
De able to come out of isolation witn truer sense c<f reality
intact. An impossible dream I admit but one that nas to be

tried.

Types of changes must be in forms that will nelo in
preventing these prisoners who arts isolated into numbness
ana silence from becoming oeasts as tney so very often do
from thier isolation and seclusion. I believe that sanity
can be maantamen, and that the slaves and robots that these
bureaucrats are creatine- can be stopped. We must Give our
total. suaoort bo tne few sane souls in our vast prisona or
solitary confinement. To those few who are still surviving
enough to soeak out in support of our protners we nave to
give' our solidarity in an attempt to prevent any further
denuftiani zat ion,

For tnose tnat nave not forgotten from wnere we came
and not forgotten those that have died in the past, there is
no exoiaxnation necessary. -or tnose tnat nave cnose to

* forget or have not oeen there then they shall nevGY-
uncerstand.

h cor*c&m&c\ pr 1 sor\^s^



A CONVICT IS...

A man who does his own time.

Aman who does not take unfair advantage of anyone else that is
doing time.

Aman who does not steal from another prisoner, regardless of the
circumstances.

Aman who does all he can to help his fellow prisoners, without
asking payment of any kind.
Aman who is not afraid to speak out when he thinks he or his
fellow prisoners are being mis-treated.
Aman who keeps his head in times of stress and tries to help those
around him hold onto theirs.

A man who keeps his word and pays his debts.
Aman who does not snitch or do anything to advance himself at the
cost of another prisoner.

Aman who will go out of his way to ^P^^^: Tan" "'inexperienced, for no other reason than the fact that he can
remember he wore their shoes.
a man who does not cry or whine about the injustice of his case or
the^ce^e amount of time he recieved, but instead goes about
his business in trying to resolve the issues in amore positive
manner.

Aman who thinks all men are equal. He does not think that he is
higher than any man alive, nor does he think he is lower than any
man alive. Nor is he swayed by the opinions of others.
Aman who does not care what others may think ?f ^ « ^ng fts he
knows he is doing the right thing, for he has learned that it is
utterly impossible to please all men.
Aman who is not afraid to be kind to others, because some might
mi'ak: kindness for weakness. He treats the next guy ike he would
like to be treated, knowing that what goes around, comes around.

\

(Taken from the Aug. issue, 1985. Cemetary Road )



YOU AND THE LAW

The everlasting stigma of parole and all the tragic characteristics of
parole in Canada are finally taking it's toll in the Canadian Justice
system.

Several precident setting cases against the NPS initiated by Prisoners
have made the ever powerful NPS to literally shake m its J™^*? £
boots. The Martens, case, as well as three others that will be listed at
the end of this article, have set enough precidents for those coming
back on Mandatory Supervision violations. Such horrendous crimes as
»suspician of being suspicious »and «contemplating future criminal
action," may be strong enough to bring people back to the pen on a
parole officers whim, but the B.C. Supreme Court and the F*Jeral,Co^t
of Canada say that these types of parole revocations are not good enough
to hold aperson in prison. In most cases of late, the courts have either
pranted Habeus Corpus, or directed the parole board to sit again and do
things more in line with the law; meaning that the courts are sick of
dealing with the NPB, and are directing the NPB to either cut these cases
loose or give back enough remission to cut the person loose as soon as
possible.

Here we have a clear-cut case of political hand-washing. One party, ( the
court ) doesn't want any more back-logging of cases; especially the B.L.
Supreme Court, as they are back-logged on trial cases and Constitutional
cases for the next two years. Every time a Habeus Corpus comes up, it
delays their other business substantially; hence, they pass the dirty
work to the parole board. This also stops the possibility of more prec-
idences on parole cases in light of which the NPB is concerned by, be
cause everytime aprecident is set in aHabeus Corpus the NPB loses that
much more governing power that it has accumulated over the years.
On the question of lawyers, fees, etc; I've seen moreP^.f*!?*\
eased on Habeus Corpus, Mandamus, coiritton ad subject™ ^*^^
lawyers than with these blood-sucking rip-offs that know absolutely dick
about correctional and parole law. Guys have paid ace kinds of money for
the so-called 'best* lawyers; they may have good reputations but their
experience in correctional and-parole law is unquestionably limited.
Just ask the 'best' lawyer about it, you'll get ablank look and a Well
I don't like dealing with the parole service" answer. It's not that they
don't like dealing with the NPB, it's the fact that these lawyers know
nothing of the system. Actually, it's specialized, so everyone must
realise you're in danger letting any criminal lawyer handle aprole case
at all. There are simple money saving steps to take, also the chances
of beating them are increased by 65% if you act on your own behalf.

cont
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you and the law cont....

These steps outline the procedure for Habeus Corpus writs in the B.C.
Supreme Court:

1) Write all the facts on your case down on paper in order of importance.
2) Get the Martins Criminal Code hook and look up •P"***' 1" c^

Fir:d the best case that reflects yours. They don't have to be exact,
it all depends on your wording. Compare your case with allthose in
the list of authorities that have been won; check the grounds of
these cases and understand them.

it it's incredibly simple. Try to keep your spelling in check and
do;- ible on; keep it short and to the point Remember when you
are in court you'll ahve your time to explain the case m total.
Tne basic affidavit and Habeus Corpus is simply your request to go
to court. ( make three copies.)

41 Habeus Corpus Mandamus, cirittori ad subjectum; most lawyers charge
3 around Sib and up to do, and you're not guaranteed an m^Zs

in person. Your best Habeus Corpus form is m the book titled Habeus
Corpus" in the law library. The 'original' Habeus Corpus form is the
oldest and most seldom used today. It ^^Yrllt'lt ^sslleTyonis undoubtedly the most effective writ in High Court. It assures you
an ZZrlTce in court, and by law the court has fourteen days to
rmedTyourSituation; Yo it L fast and ^-^Vdin/your'nane
carefully type up the example form in your book, adding your name,
^ tnree copies'on long or short paper, go to the sentence admin
istrator to have your Habeus Corpus Writ and your attached affidavit
of case information •notarized'. He is acommissioner *«•«*••
These documents must be notarized by acommissioner of Oaths for B.C.
If the ioint gives you the .stall on this procedure, if they play
he duck withgyour request to see them raise shit with agrievance
immediately, keeping the returned complaint form ^Itocout^n*
court will come down on them for interfering with the law. hortunateiy
most time the? get you up front right away to have these documents
processed.

Once these documents are notarized, keep acopy or twoJ0' ^^^ia.and mail two copies to the Cler* of the Supreme Courtof British Columbia.
The Law Courts, 800 Smithe Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2E1, double
registered" by VSC.

cont
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you and the law cont

a lawyer.

returning «• •u.ditorj. piiol. «'°1""™' ™" ' ' L »m„, , „»« writ,
,o» cra't d. .nvthi„«, ro» v. I«< "»«>"« " '"'£ "J L,„ th.

lutely nothing, and in one view that is a form of gating.

WRITER UNKNOWN

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

It is too bad that the system wh^ Pleaches rehabilitation^oes^
not recognize one of the programthat has a higher su

and screwed-up after release is ab°uV°*;/tnat* No

want to come. They are tired of being sick everymorning
away of life *i<* ""l? **^» ^l^p^o/to impress
£»E?c£ to'chan^thfir Ly°of living, thinking, and their
-SSS S^-ITS^ ^office --VeyVa^n-fdonegood they are doing, the general feeling is, well tney nav
aTwishg i°cou7d nTthfman/wh^re^ing it compared to tl,e few
who didn't. You would recognize their names so _aJ.^"8
to the 90% who say you are wrong. That s what it

Helping each other to help ourselves. ^^



KITCHEN BITCHEN'

The kitchen has been renovated for several months now. These -^no
vations, it was explained, were to accomodate the increased population
resulting from the construction of the new units. Many of you will not
remember, but the dining room was set-up differently before the units
were put in. It was small then, but at least traffic moved fairly
smoothly through the salad bar and drink dispensor area. I don t nave
to tell you what it's like now.

Today Isaw a con get his dinner in his lap as he tried unsuccessfully
to get salad from the bar. Let's face it, you have to be an apprentice
contortionist just to get to the food behind those useless plastic
shields. The sauces and vegetables in the back end up swimming around
with the food in the front containers, there's ketchup everywhere, and
you're almost sure to get an unwanted sauce in your salad, (.not to
mention the mustard, or relish that comes home with you on your shirt
sleeve.) It's ridiculous! I would argue that the sheets of plastic
serve no hygienic purpose, but rather, aggrevate the situation. Trattic
gets balled-up at the bar because people with perfectly normal problem-
solving skills have to stop and figure out how the hell to get that
celery stick out of there without dropping it into the relish. All this
as they try to keep their tray from tilting off the counter.
There was atime, long ago, when you could get your coffee cream the
way you can still get your milk. Now, it becomes atest of your hand
eye coordination, as you swirl through the cream, dodging bits ot
breakfast cereal,(and god knows what else,) just so J^'™ d*e£^r
coffee without the stomach-wrenching jolt that comes ^^
there is something small and soft in your mouth that shouldn tbe there.
Sure, there have been explanations. The spigot that is needed for the
cream machine has been ordered from back East ^ef« *ff "f,^.
three or four months ago. What about the metal shop? They could prodaS7ake^oLthing upgthat would work. And the plastic: windows in front
of the salad? The arm has to reach in just as far to get at the back
it is only the angle of attack that the plastic effects Where is the
advantage to hygiene in that? Now,the creamer seems like aplace where
hygiene might be an issue.
Anvwav Iwill follow this up with avisit to the kitchen to talk with
STSises aoout wiat is going to be done. I'll let you know next issue.

» D. Mac Donald.
EDITOR



VISIONS

by John Abbot

Theoretical Communism is avisionary belief »««^rb^%5a?e
great pragmatist of Communism as anecessary **f^-f^el/is
fr^g^andtK^ comZist^fLte is an imaginary construct
as fanciful as Christian heaven.

•^ ,,-;n o cnrietv in which all its members are well-fed,

salary, above and beyond the standard living costs.
imagine if you will, asociety at peace an i^nd "idst ^JgSfc

world of competitive tensions and appetites, a society <xux ^
leisure and the joys of childhood.

Hone is the driving force midst human beings; we hope and hence we
strive? Hope in the flee of adversity; hope in the midst; ^ ^ sto».
thlliiht at the end of the tunnel. Exceptional human beings, the artists,rile clffrvoyant:, the loons, o«en destroy themselves co^tsuxc^^
because their «?£™1™™£^ Wny would someone pitch
Zat ve off ahghriL"oo£ at twent^ years old, when presumably their
life stretched before them chock full of hope and opportunity?

In our self-described " Free Enterprise '• Capitalist society (cap
italist simply means that the dominant social mode is ^e acquiring^

ESSLT^rScKTJrA".S i™:~-L
tTroughlnete^^^

our vision, our hope, is of u^1'*™* ^^i^*Hve the American/have acquired sufficiant things for others to think we *™e
Canadian fplug in whatever dreamname you will ) dream, we are oidanaCanadian i piug in »»a _ n things anyway.
falling apart, hardly m a state to enjoy
This time is called the joy of retirement.

Security is an important aspect to any good vision or dream You don't

They don't say what you do up there, but your place is secure.
Tn the Capitalist dream you are financially secure, and presumablytha Yeans'Xt yofare happy. Your tax Oyster is sharp your account

ants have burned the midnight coal papering ^"^ *" ^Jutldi^

you that you finally don't have to turn awheel except endorse those
cont
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visions cont....

cheques. Great stuff eh! Servant.,i» the^^^^^^^
outside. Enough money, as they say, to tell uor ,

And in the Co^unist ,«.,-- SrhSiS/SVthe gentle but fxrm embrace of the state^^ tMs side of the

can happen is that we might get released!



JOIN A FEDERAL COUNTRY CLUB

Are you unemployed? Are you over-worked znd under-paid? Arc bills getting
you down?

Why not do as 12000 other people have and join a Federal Country Club now!

'Here are some of the things you'll reeleve if you join now!

ISEKEFITS

Comfortable, cozy individual rooms, free medical care, free clothing, free
dental care, free mental health care, plus free meals.

.There are common rooms equipped with color T.V.'s where you can enjoy the
company of your fellow residents.

.RECREATION

Includes tennis, horseshoes, Softball, some basketball, table tennis, bad-
ijiinton, handball, and for the golf enthusiast, a nine hole pitch and putt
<;ourse, musica1 activitjcs, etc. etc.
Transportation is provided for hockey games anil shows. If you crave female
companionship, passes to town can be arranged, for a period of 1, 2, or 3
days with transportation to the bus depot or town provided with a uniformed
ilri ver.

Uniformed attendants on their toes 24 hours a day to look after your every
desire. All this and more can be yours today. So why put up with a bummer
on the outside?

Your family will be well looked after by the Health and Welfare Department
while you enjoy your stay at our club.

All members must bo sponsored by a judge of the county courts, Court of the
Queen's Bench, or the Supreme Court of Canada of the Province in which you
live.

Ail memberships are of two years or over including life. There are clubs in
almost every Province of Canada. All clubs are administrcd by the Department
of the Sollicitor General of Canada, and arc paid for by the Canadian taxpayer.

So join now! Commit: a crime today!

For more information- write to the Solicitor General of Canada- Ottawa, Ontario

***This advertisment is sponsored by the Committee for the Liberation of the
taxpayers of Canada.
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Vancouver Sun. June 14,1986

DOUBLE BUNKING HIT. OTTAWA - The federal correctional investigator
has called for an immediate end to the double
bunking of prisoners in segregated areas. Ronald
Stewart said Friday double bunking is one of
the most serious problems in the prison system.

LIAISON MAGAZINE. January 1986
Criminal Justice System Monthly journal

Solicitor General Perrin Beatty says federal inmates " are not working
enough, and not enough inmates are working." In a recent speech
delivered to the Empire Club in Toronto, the Minister said he was,
"shocked and upset by the spectacle of inmates just putting in time
with nothing meaningful to do." Mr. Beatty hopes to reverse this trend
bv selling more inmate products to Supply and Services Canada,
developing national inmate work standards to measure productivity, and
be expanding joint work ventures with the private sector...

Stewart Wilcox, registrar of the Manitobe Pharmaceutical Association,
says that the criminal justice system is currently not able to deal
with drug addicts who falsify prescriptions or obtain them from more
than one doctor. "It's very apparent that pharmacists are not happy...
we see too many people turned free. They should have an opportunity to
k, into rehabilitation programs," says Wilcox. "It's a tragic situation,
and the courts are not doing anything about it."

T|,e Psychologists Association of Alberta has recommended that ajail
-e-itence may be the best therapy for many men who abuse their families,
Edmonton psychologist Marie Laing, speaking at the Association s
annual conference in October, said, "Many men learn more from the ex
perience of being in jail than from all the therapy we could give them...
many fear jail more than the consequences of their actions on their
wives or children"...

A study conducted by Harvard professors James Wilson and Richard Herrn-
stien has concluded that criminals may, to an extent, be born rather
than made. Findings indicate that most offenders are male, young, of
low intelligence, shorter and heavier in stature with narrow waists,
broad shoulders and well-developed muscles, and come from a biological
family where the parents had criminal tendencies. "There is no crime
acne," says the study report,"...but some traits that are to a degree
inheritable, such as intelligence and temperment, do effect, to some
extent, the liklihood that individuals will engage in criminal activity.

continued
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LIAISON MAGAZINE...
Criminal Justice system monthly journal.

^sejdition: The Radian prison system is in-asingly playing
Uo7t to the mentally retarded and disturbed. *" M country,"
problem with the collapse of fnt*V*fcorrectionalpolicy withLays Andrew Graham, Director General of Co"^"°n^a™we £ave averySolicitor General Canada. "We are now "cognising that £ £.,. Experts
difficult situation here, and there, »~ ^s"^h°fpast decades
^^rceih/Sur^ r^tii^na. by ti^^ ». —
that governed involuntary admissions

...A job placement program for ^^J™ £^^!^^.lf.
success. Founded nine years ago by Tony "c«™^ Brockville,
HELP boasts a94% placement »*•.«£»«' ^nn°peg and Vancouver.Cornwall, Erinsville, Etobicoke, Toronto Winnipeg an
Staff members are all ex-offenders »™\,£»« ^3°^*£* oniy
employers who might have job ^^J^g something to th«-

get that little bit of extra drive out of them.
P^ruarv 1986 Edition: An operation to seize illegal weapons i,, Montreal

switchblades with an overall value of $60,000....

r rh.. first time in 31 vears, heroin is being used in Canadian hosp-
ralNwr'eguations approved by Cabinet™ September allow the
medical use of heroin for patients suffering extreme pain.

Anew and foolproof biochemical technique for identifying individuals
through blood samples or other fragments of body ferial
or fingernails may have major repercussions " the fig
Samples containing genetic material *t""e*J^s™LS.° to produce a
are analysed by adding certain enzymes ?"d™dJ.°"°"^Sbv Dr. Aiec
pattern that is distinctive to an ^"^^K^is'beingJeffreys at Britain's leicester Univers^y, the techniqu *
tested by the British Forensic Science Service Authora £nd
that it might soon become aroutine part of the forensic pr
provide "unassailable evidence" against criminals...
CENTEWORCB MAGAZINE (San Quentin Prison ):(Exerpted from article on

'• ^ Th* most shocking incidents that have occurred concerning
wroons P«so"8>;::™« E^f^ns for women have involved the strip-visitation at California state prisons *« ld boy was
searching of children. In one **«".* l""d*f^^^with his mother,strip-searched by women guards at CIW before avisit wi
The child was made to squat and cough in the course of tneJea£
^ther incident, a13-year-old girl was also strip-searched. Both
children were very upset by the incidents...

continued
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( Also from Centerforce magazine )...More than 432,000 Americans are
being held in state and Federal prisons -a figure that has increased
by 80,000 in the past two years. California leads the nation with
37,000 inmates, up 74* since the beginning of the decade All told,
the combined U.S. prison and all jail population exceeds 644,000,
making the national incarceration rate third in the industrial world
behind the Soviet Union and South Africa...

LETS TALK MAGAZINE ( Correctional Service Canada publication )June/86
^nTt^ba~r"efuses inmates chance to. cast_ballpts: Although prison inmates
won the righrto"TotenEn7Tl^ek of March the 10th, they were not able
to cast ballots in Manitoba's Mar. 28 election. In a unanimous ruling
Mar 17 a three-judge Manitoba Court of Appeal panel refused to order
polling'stations to be set-up in prisons and jails around the province.
Justice Cordon Hall said the fact the election was so close at hand
made it impractical to compel the chief electoral officer to put to
gether the machinery necessary to gather the prison vote. He added that
even if the question had been raised months ago, he doubted the court
should go any further than to rule that it is unconstitutional to
prohibit all inmates from voting.

( From a Nielson Task Force report.) MW^hotm^^
Living Unit Most Effective Any discussion of cost-cutting and
eTfTcier^flmjir^mirto" grips with the most effective use of staffing
resources - especially in times of financial restraint.
in it's mission statement of 1984, CSC is charged with excersismg

-safe, humane control fo offenders, while helping them become law-abiding
citizens." The study team agrees - but pointed out that effective
staffing must encompass inmate employment and education programs,
liesure-time activities, security, family and community programs, and
special needs programs for offenders.
Considering the mission satatement, what's the best staffing model?

Four choices were presented to the study team - the squad system, living-
unit system, team concept and the functional unit system used by the
Federal Bureau of Prisons in the U.S. t ,.t- n
SQUAD SYSTEM The squad system derives from the semi-military tradition
oTthe earliest years of the penitentiary system. Security staff are
organized into squads under a leader, both staff and leaders are assigned
according to the shift roster so that team solidarity didn't necessarily
result. /»•
IIVINg"UNITS The living unit system now widely used in the CSC was first
tried in 1971 It originated in the behavior science/group dynamics
field, and is designed to intigrate security and program activities in
a more positive, cooperative enviornment through creating units of inmates
managed by the same officers.

Task Force cont
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Task Force

TEAM CONCEPT. The team concept, developed in the 60's and 70's, is
based on the idea that securoty staff should work more closely with
offenders in the area to better understand and deal with their personal
problems as well ass-aaintain security. Staff were divided into two
groups: The correctional team worked directly with inmates while the
security team handled security posts that didn't involve »««*e»;
In the beginning, team leaders rotated with their teams but " »™?ult
of conflicts between the two groups, staff came to be rotated to both
correctional and security posts thus undermining the concept of having
staff specialize in one area or the other.
FUNCTIONAL UNIT SYSTEM.The federal U.S. prison system adopted the
functional unit system in the 70's. It's somewhat similar to CSC » »«««
units in its stress on inmate/staff interaction, and the units contain
offenders who are permanently assigned together. ,vstems
LIVING UNIT BEST BUT... Acost-comparison evaluatl°n°!rt^/°"uJ^vstem
done in September 1~983 in 10 penitentiaries, showed that the squad system
wTtne least expensive, and the living unit system the most successful
in terms of security and the preperation of inmates for release. Under
the living unit system, there were fewer inmate assaults and less need
for protective custody among offeneders.

But, the study team learned, the living unit system may not be ideal
for security reasons, and can cause burn-out among staff. The study
team felt that the US. functional unit system should be checked out
closely! Infact, they thought the research data on the four models was
•• not definitive" and another study should be conducted.
WARNING AGAINST WAREHOUSING. The study team did make clear however
that building very lSgTprt">ns and using minimal staffing leveis. a
route popular in the U.S., would not be acceptable in Canada, rhis was
"false economy", and could lead to increased inmate assaults, deaths,
riots and public criticism.

OPTIONS. Options favored by the study team:
^rt^ed use of the living unit system but somewhat ^«ing the size
of the units to add to efficiancy, while keeping an eye on the fact
that crowding could eliminate the benifits.

The living unit and squad systems should be compared further, and there
advantages and disadvantages monitored.

Areview of the feasability of achieving staff savings by combining
staff rosters related to offenders programs and case management into
a living unit model.
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LIAISON MAGAZINE ( The Monthly Journal of the Criminal Justice System)

FROM THE JUNE/86 edition: Solicitor General Perrin Beatty has announced
that Royal Assent has been given to amendments to the RCMP Act, giving
Canadians a Public Complaints Commission to investigate complaints of
improper or unlawful police conduct. Anyone will be able to lodge a
complaint against members of the RCMP, whether or not he or she is dir
ectly affected by the improper behaviour. The amendment Act also contains
provisions for revised discipline and grievence procedures that emphasize
a corrective rather than punitive purpose of punishment. The RCMP is
currently developing a Code of Conduct to specify what is expected of
Force members in discharging their duties. An External Review Committee
will review grievences, serious discipline cases and orders for dis
charge or demotion, and will make recomendations to the Commissioner.
The Minister noted he hoped that both the Public Complaints Commission
and the External Review Committee would be operational by next autumn...

...The new law against prostitution makes it a criminal offence to
communicate with anyone or impede pedestrians or motorists for the purpose
of engaging in prostitution. But Vancouver Provincial Court Judge Robert
Lemiski recently dismissed charges in such a case, saying that prost
itutes are entitled to discuss business with customers as long as they
do not impede traffic. He added that any law that restricts the right
of individuals to speak freely to each other "runs contrary to our
belief that we live in an open, free and democratic society," While the
Ottowa Crown Attorney's Office has not yet run into any problems with
this legislation in court, Ottowa Crown Attorney Andrejs Berzins says
the new law may eventually be appealed to the Supreme Court Of Canada
for a binding decision —

...Nearly 100 police departments have adopted a laser beam technique
thet reveals fingerprints hidden on wood, cardboard, cloth, and even
skin, where they may be invisible to the naked eye. Developed by Dr. Roland
Menzel, a physicist at Texas Tech University's Centre for Forensic Studies
in Lubbock, the method causes fingerprints to "glow in the dark". Amino
acids and vitamin compounds in the oil and sweat left in fingerprints
react to selected wavelengths of laser light and glow brightly enough
to be photographed and enhanced by computer. Human fingerprints are
especially sensitive to the wavelengths emitted by argon and YAG lasers.
" You can also stain figerprints with flourescent dye or apply chemicals
that react with figerprint material to form a flourescent by-product,"
says Menzel. Until recently, fingerprint powder was the only means of
detecting fingerprints, but if prints are not dusted within a few days
they dry out and vanish. The laser technique has been used to detect
a murderer's prints on plastic garbage bags tied around the victim, a
drug dealers prints on the sticky underside of black electricians tape
and a 42 year old print of a Nazi war criminal on a yellowed German
postcard...

LIAISON cont
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LIAISON...

...Chief Supt. Rodney Stamler of the RCMP's drug enforcement directorate
says that "black tar" heroin, which may have killed hundreds of users
in the United States last year, may soon hit drug markets in Canada.
Since the drug is up to 40 times stronger and 10 times cheaper than
conventional heroin, shipments will likely be much smaller, therefore
easily concealed and transported, and more difficult to detect, says
Stamler. The highest priority for Canadian drug enforcers should be to
keep "microchip drugs" out of Canada, he added...

..In the Ministry, National Parole Board, Ole Ingstrup has been
appointed Chairman, succeeding Bill Outerbridge. John Nugent has been
appointed Director of Communications while Andy Roy has been named
Deputy Director of Communications. Temporary reappointments to the
National Parole Board of one year have been given to Doug Crosbie
and William Ronald Hackett in the Ontario region and to Margaret John
son in the Pacific region. In the Secretariat, Programs Branch, Ruth
Heron has been named Research Officer with the Police Research Section.
She is responsible for the police research project that is part of the
Ministry initiative on missing children...

EDITORS NOTE: A few pages back there is a report of children being stnp-
searched in a California Womens Prison. It made me curious
about our prisons. This is what I learned.

On the Visiting Application and Information Form(Inmate) there are
exerpts of the Penitentiary Service Regulations on the back. Under the
heading:"For visitors who wish visiting privileges for their children or
wards," it is as follows:

3 (a) In consideration of my child or ward being granted
visiting privileges, I consent to a search of his/her
person by a walk-through scanner or hand-held scanning
device, and to a search of his/her personal property,
in accordance with the procedures outlined in paragraph 2(a)

(b) I understand that the institution may consider it
necessary that my child/ward submit to more thorough
types of searches in circumstances referred to in
paragraph 2 (b)...

Here are the paragraphs referred to:

2 (a) in consideration of my being granted visiting privieges,
1 fu-rcby consent to submit, before each visit, to a
search by a walk-through scanner or hand-held scanning
device and to a search of my personal property. I also
consent to such searches being performed by a person who
is not a member of the Correctional Service of Canada in
cases where appropriate Service staff are not available.

cont
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Strip-search cont....

2 (b) I understand that I may be asked to submit to more
thorough types of searches where there is reason to
believe that I am in possession of contraband or
where the warden considers it necessary for the good
order and security of the institution. Should any
dangerous or pohibited article or substance be found
in my possession, I may be denied visiting privileges
and a report may be made and charges laid.
Finally, I understand that if 1 refuse to consent to
search, I may be denied access to the institution.

I tend to believe that Canada is a few years behind America when it
comes to rights and freedoms violations,( I should qualify that by
saying 'some rights and freedoms',) and I have been unable to find any
examples of children being strip-searched. The single example I have
been able to find involved a police investigation which was already
underway and culminated in a strip-search of a child while visiting
in an institution. I have been assured that feelings against such
searches of children are very strong in Canada. I am not gullible
enough to think that these types of searches have never happened, but
I believe there is a reluctance to subject a child to such a terrifying
experience in Canada. Ihope it. stays that way for the sake of the kids

Editor.

PLAYBOY MAGAZINE (Forum) May/86 edition:

Hazardous Duty:

I am a female correctional officer working at a house of detention
for men in a major Eastern city. I have learned through bitter exper
ience that this work is extremely dangerous! Locking up men in their
prime for 10 or 20 years ( life, as the case may be ) and then assign
ing women to guard them is a sure-fire recipe for trouble.
The Adminstration here generally looks the other way or actually

encourages our harrassment by telling off-color jokes and muttering
unprintables behind our backs, both to the inmates and among themselves
in the locker rooms. We've complained to the tour commanders in our
respective facilities.but one of them said he " coudn't be bothered
with that nonsense." One woman guard I know of in another prison was
pulled into a cell and raped.

On the other hand, some of the women here sell sexual favors to the
inmates. It's a bad situation made worse. I think I will quit if some
thing such as removing us from the front-lines isn't done, and I mean
soon. The pay is lousy; you go home feeling worse than when you came
in. Now I think I'll go back to being a waitress. Woman's Lib, thanks
a lot!

(name and address witheld by
request.)
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BILL C67 PASSED INTOJJ^XCHPT....

.„„„„,. hpard the governement has passed into law C67,^rinThich-an^rthe'̂ atioLl Parole Board to ho» v^lent
^oard'to Xrto"^^ S»i "f% have been out
once and screwed-up.

That law wouldhave bee,„>ctive tod; --<--;- ST."
%^Jl Saatns1fortCC67],b: advantageous to us -ever.the
Senate has adopted a major amendment to the bill. IMS wi
delay the passage of the bill until the late fall

*• "r1dsr?StTucnh^« woui/on ^^^°^5T enateleels' thft only ?h. courts should have such power Ley
have amended the bill so that prisoners will have the rifcht
appeal any decision to keep them behind bars.

BY THE WAY

some. As a result, she spent tne u. . . bo(?n the opposite,
head-ache. My experience in °f/Y „roat den? of "thy towardsNormally, the Health Care staff show a great deal of empa y
visitors and their minor pro »« - »<* £"e, ^ ^ was
rneehdTfeL;I mimical attend, Pc-ssioly his day would be
ruined by HCU as well. EDITOR.

DID YOU KNOW,

If you are interested in looking through; the ^^iC^c^Tor
acase which might resembles yours in po ""that s re.writes
an up-coming appeal or whatever, forget it Once again Ml ^
the rule book. You must identify aspecific case «^« *
produce for you {no doubt carefully^^Xrcase if
one can't help but wonder how we can identify the particuw.
we are not aloud to look through the books. Doesn't sound too legal.
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VANCOUVER SUN 86/7/19

HOME BECOMES JAIL

Montreal - Henri Marchessault, the former head of the Montreal police
drug squad who was sentenced to 14 years in prison in 1983 for theft
and trafficking of cocaine and hashish, has been described as a model
prisoner and transferred to a private home under a new Quebec govern
ment rehabilitation program.

METHYL ALCOHOL KILLS MURDERER

Canadian Press
KINGSTON, Ont. - One prisoner is dead, another blinded and two others
were in hospital Friday as a result of drinking methyl alcohol - an
ingrediant of windshield washer fluid.

The drinking spree was uncovered when guards at Beaver Creek instit
ution, a minimum-security camp near Gravenhurst, Ont., found a pris
oner in a coma Tuesday.

The man, serving a life term for murder, was taken by helicopter to
Toronto General Hospital. He died Thursday, Corrections Canada spoke
sman Dennis Curtis said.

The Superintendent called the rest of the convicts together Thursday
night and advised them that they could have sufferres a similar fate
if they had shared the illicit alcohol. The other three men then came
forward and were taken to hospital.

VIOLENT FILMS CITCD_J^_JML2AJjgk-fLgy-

Van. Sun 86/7/16

TORONTO - Guards at Ontario's only maximum-security jail are challeng
ing a procedure that forces them to walk among convicts who are watch
ing movies such as the Texas Chainsaw Massacre and Scarface.
The films - both have graphic mutilation scenes - are among several
violent movies viewed by prisoners on a video cassette recorder at
Millbrook Correctional Centre near Peterborough.

" The guards think it's curious, perhaps even amazing, that these guys
are being rehabilitated by being shown the Texas Chainsaw Massacre,"
guards' union lawyer Ross Wells told a provincial Grievance Settlement
Board hearing here Tuesday.

Local 341 of the Ontario Public Service Employees Union has complained
to the Board that the patrols among groups of up to 26 prisoners vio
late safety guarantees in their contract.

" It just gears the inmates all up," guard Heike Goedhuis said outside
the Toronto hearing room.
No violent incidents have been attributed to the movies. But, Goedhuis
said, gurads fear, " We'll maybe get a fake kung-fu kick or something
along that line."

Kung-Fu cont...
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kung-fu...

Guards used to watch the area from a glassed-in control room. Prison
ers have also seen films such as Rambo, Nightmare on Elm Street,
Videodrome, I the Jury and Body Double, which includes the scene of a
man drilling a hole through a woman's chest.

Prison superintendent Gary Preston testified that, " it's pretty hard
to but anything that doesn't have violence...We buy only the things
that have gone through the ( provincial film ) censor board."

CHRISTMAS CARD RATE CUT TO 29*

Ottawa - Santa Claus is coming to town in the form of an increased
postage discount on Christmas cards during the next holiday season, a
spokesman for the Canada Post Corp. said Monday.

The 29* rate will apply to cards mailed to domestic addresses between
Oct 29 to Jan 31. The five-cent discount is more than twice the two-
cent reduction offerred by Canada Post last year through the sale of
special 32* Christmas stamps.

Only cards with a special pre-coded Christmas stamp and a completed
pre-coded matrix - a sticker indicating the proper postal code of the
addressee - will be eligible for discount.

To make the system easier this year, major greeting card manufacturers
will produce and promote specially designed card envelopes with a
printed matrix on which the addressee's postal code can be ticked off.

The special pre-coded stamps to be used with these envelopes will be
sold on booklets of 10 in all postal outlets between Oct 29 to Dec 24.

COFFEE LACED WITH AIDS; PRISONERS FACING CHARGES

Vancouver Sun/ July 28/86

Lake Butler, Fla. - Two prisoners accused of putting blood serum from
an AIDS patient in the coffee of a corrections officer have been char
ged with conspiricy to commit murder.

Lee Adolph Dunn and Robert Grimmer were charged Friday, said assistant
attourney Jon Phillips.

Grimmer gave the serum to a third prisoner and asked him to try to kill
someone with it, authorities said.

Department of Corrections officials learned of the scheme last month
when a third prisoner notified them. His name has been witheld.

Robert Elliot, the 49 year-old officer whose coffee may have been con
taminated, said he is pleased charges were filed. He is undergoing
monthly tests for the deadly virus.
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PAROLE CHIEF UNDER INVESTIGATION QUITS

Vancouver Sun, June 27/86

VICTORIA - Murray Gaw resigned Thursday as director of Victoria's
parole office, part way through aformal inquirey into allegations
he sexually harrassed employees.

The inquiry, headed by Murray Rankin, aUniversity of Victoria law
professor also was examining allegations that. Gaw counselled emp
loyees ?o commit fraud by falsifying travel and overtime claims.
About 30 witnesses had been subpoened to the closed hearing.
Lawyer John Brewen, representing some of the employees involved,
said the inquiry was adjourned so further instructions could be
obtained from the commissioner of corrections.

Gaw, district director of the Victoria parole office since 1965, was
unavailable for comment.

( EDITOR'S NOTE: MURRAY CAW'S BODY WAS FOUND FLOATING IN THE. OCEAN )

POLICE PIG PROMOTED
Vancouver Sun, June 21/86

HANOVER -Louise, the world's only drug-sniffing P**' £%^jg*
back on the force after a suspension, police authorities said lriaay.
Louise has been promoted and dispatched for duty in northern West
Germany.

Aspokesman for the Llower Saxony state interior ministry said Louise
CasPSrieved from sentence to the bacon factory after the opposition
Greens party rushed to her defence in the state assembly.
The die which proved vastly superior to German Shepherd dogs in det
ecting hidden drugs, was suspended from police duty earlier this year
whenthe ministrydecided she was bad for the force's image.
R„t the suokesman said she had been rehabilitated, raised to the off
icial rank of^ SWS, short for Schnueffelwildschwein German for
trackeHig! and will be used for drug raids across the state.
Louise's specialty is sniffing out drugs up to 70 centimeters below
the surface, a depth canine noses cannot reach.

HEROIN FOUND IN LUGGAGE
Vancouver Sun, June 20/86
VANCOUVER -Heroin with a street value of at least $2 million was
seized by Canada Customs officers after they opened the liner of a
man's carry-on bag at Vancouver International Airport, customs
spokeaman Brian Flagel said Thursday.
He said the man who burned his passport in the washroom of aCanad
ian Pacific Air Lines jumbo jet on aflight from Tokyo to Vancouver
is facing charges of importing narcotics and possession of anarcotic
for the purpose of trafficking.
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ACQUITTED MAN RAPS POLICE PLOT
Vancouver Sun. July 4/86

VANCOUVER - A Surrey man whose court case resulted in a rare find
ing of entrapment and a judge chastising the RCMP for its methods
is calling for greater public scrutiny of the force's undercover
drug operations.

" I'd like a public inquiry into the RCMP into how they do their
operations," Fredrick Wayne Gudbranson, 35, said in an interview
Thursday. " They're pretty sneaky. They'll do anything to get a bust
under their belts."

The judge in the case ordered a stay of proceedings in a cocaine
trafficking charge against Gudbranson. The Crown is appealing that
order.

Gudbranson's lawyer, Chester Bridel, called the case an "abberation"
and said the RCMP have no choice but to continue to use criminals as
informants.

New Westminster county court judge Douglas Hogarth ruled that the
RCMP abused the process of the courts and turned a blind eye to the
activities of an undercover drug agent.

Const. Mike Fluker, an RCMP liaison officer, said Thursday the force
cannot comment on the case or the judge's comments while it's under
appeal.

Judge Hogarth severely critiscised the RCMP for its handling of a
paid civilian undercover agent known by the cover name Rick Walker.
The judge noted the evidence showed Walker was trafficking drugs
with impunity, even to children, outside the RCMP operation.

Operating for the Richmond RCMP drug section in the first six months
of 1984, Walker arranged 14 purchases of narcotics by an undercover
RCMP officer. Gudbranson was allegedly involved in one of the trans
actions and was later charged.

Gudbranson was alleged to have sold one ounce of cocaine for $3,200
to RCMP const. John Gulayets outside the Ladner Arms Hotel on March
21, 1984.

Judge Hogarth said in his judgement: " I find as a fact that when
(Gudbranson) first became acquainted with Walker, he was not nor was
he likely to be, a person who trafficked in drugs."

Gudbranson said Thursday: " They ( the RCMP ) have got to screen their
informants better than that, that's all I can say."

Bridal, saying the RCMP have no alternative but to continue using
criminals in undercover operations, added that police will have to
educate them on the rules of proper conduct, to win convictions.

He said he doesn't believe the ruling will diminish the ability of
police to gather evidence for drug convictions.
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SOLICITOR OsNER^JJRGEP^^
Vancouver Sun. July 17/86

MONTREAL -The federal liberal justice critic called on Solicitor
General James Kelleher Wednesday to hold an independent inquiry into
an escape from the maximum-security Laval Institute by five convicts,
three of whom are convicted murderers.
»If vou have aprison break of this magnitude," John Nunziata said
in a'telephone interview from his Toronto Law office, something is
verv seriously wrong. It seems to me the Solicitor General should
hold an immediate, thorough and independent investigation anto the
causes of this escape."

The five were serving sentences totalling more than 100 years for
Irimes including murder, attempted murder, armed robbery and extort-
ion. All are considered dangerous.

n,^„n ^ffirials said the five forced open a locked trap door under arefrigerator in the Jr on's canteen Tuesday night and crawled through
150 mtteres of underground ventilation shafts and sewage tunnels to
an unlocked manhole outside the grounds. The manhole was normally pad-
locked.

The canteen is operated by convicts and two of the five were recently
liven jobs thereP Guards do not normally enter it, although there is
fguard post nearby that sounded the alarm after guards noted unusual
activity in the canteen late Tuesday.
One prisoner, Roch Pelletier, 40, is serving alife sentence for a
first degree murder committed in Surrey in 198.5.
The mother of the man murdered by Pelletier said Wednesday she fears
he may be on his way to Vancouver.
"Maybe he will come to Vancouver. Idon't feel good about that "said
Serafina Dutra, whose son Gill Dutra was shot in acontract killing
by Pelletier.
"Nothing scares him (Pelletier ). Aguy like that needs someone to
take care of him, somebody to put him in an electric chair.
Prior to recieving a life sentence for the 1983 murder, Pelletier wa-
convicted of a 1977 robbery at a Vancouver Royal Bank.
In July 1984 the B.C. Supreme court heard testimony about the murder
of 22 year old Dutra. The Crown was told that Pelletier and an accomp
lice, Ian MacAskill, were hired to kill Dutra because he owed $50,000
to a heroin dealer.

Dutra's girlfriend, Marisa Woods, testified she and Dutra were shot
while Dutra was negotiating a gun purchase with Pelletier.
The two were thrown into agravel pit, where acrowbar was thrust into
Wood's chest.

While awaiting trial for the Royal Bank robbery in Aug. 1977, Pelletier
escaped custody at Vancouver General Hospital.
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SPEEDY TRIAL NOT DENIED^JgUjTJAYS
Vancouver Sun. June 27/86

OTTAWA - A majorxtv of the Supreme Court of Canada Thursday ducked
a controversial question that has bedevilled lower courts across the
country - how to apply tht Charter of Rights guarantee of a speedy
trial.

Only three of seven judges tackled head-on the central question of
unreasonable delay in the first two test cases on speedy trial to
reach the nation's highest court.

The 4-3 split means that some Canadians in some provinces will cont
inue to face trials while those in other provinces are freed because
police or the court system delayed too long.
For two individuals, however, the Supreme Court Thursday eneded any
question by rejecting bids that their Charter right to a speedy trial
was violated:

* Vancouver oilman J. Bob Carter must stand trial even though 34
months elapsed between the alleged incident and the formal laying of
four sex charges.

* Convicted thief James Henry Mills will face an armed robbery charge
in London, Ont. despite a four-and-a-half year gap between the charge
and his first court appearence.

Both decisions are the first pronouncements from the nation's highest
court, on a key legal right of the Charter - the right of any person
charged with an offence " to be tried within reasonable time.
The Mills ruling split the seven judges, with Chief Justice Brian
Dickson joining Justice Antonio Lamer in dissenting from the four
judge majority. Lamer sets out guidelines for determining whether de
lay is unreasonable.

Justice Bertha Wilson, dissenting for other reasons, agrees with Dick
son and Lamer that Mills should not. have to stand trial because of a
10-month delay through official negligence in bringing him to trial.
But the majority skirts the central question on how to measure un
reasonable delay and concentrates instead on the jurisdictional issue
of what level of judge can apply the Charter for judicial delay.
Amagistrate at a preliminary hearing is not " a court of competent
jurisdiction," the majority said in an interpretation that has major
practical implications.

In the Carter case, however, the court was unanimous in dismissing the
appeal of the flamboyant 43-year-old entrepeneur, who recently backed
one-legged runner Steve Fonyo.

The court ruled that the Charter "clock" only begins ticking when a
person is charged. Since Carter was brought into court only three and
a half months after the charge, there was no Charter violation, wrote
judge Lamer.
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Walk your way to fitness_
Vancouver Sun. August 2/86

Canadian Press-First the bad news about an exercise that is gaining
respect: you won't develops bulging muscles or shed large amounts of.
weight quickly. . _
Now for the good news: you likely won't pull or strain muscles or
ligaments or sweat yourself into a state of total exhaustion. _
Walking may be the oldest and safest, most popular form of exercise. But
only now -after the running movement ran out of gas and the aerobics boom
came up lame-is it gaining attention as an activity. ovn„r1.«
Prevention, a leading U.S. health-care magazine, recent y polled experts
and identified walking as perhaps the best way to help lose «eight,gain
energy, tone flabby muscles, prevent heart disease relieve angina P«n,
alleviate mental depression, ease arthritic pain and reverse some physical

in^nfunitefslates, an estimated SS million walk for execise- in Canada,
up to 10 million do the same. But recently, few really thought of it as
Aloro'o "otlpecialist says the problem is that walking seems almost
too easy an exercise to do everything its supporters say it does
"Most people think that because you can go on almost for ever, it can tbe
Doing youPmuch good-says Dr. Glenn Copeland of Women's College Hospital.
" But walking amile may actually be better than running a mile-
Copeland and other experts say walking is gaming acc^" ^c^s^h^
isn't harmful as other athletic activities. It has a low impact on the
body's vulnerable joints and ligaments.Welkin; may seem'as though it places too little demand on your body
tn m.-ili+V as an effective endurance exercise," writes American exercise
cxpeV?Dr' Kenneth Cooper in the book Running Without Fear, "but nothing
could he further from the truth." ;n<.reiseThrough brisk walking, it.s possible to exercise your »»n8^^n«~*e
your heart rate to alevel that develops what's known as cardiovascular

Whatfa'good heart rate per minute? Take 210 and d^u« ^r»^J™f
should aim to increase your heart rate to between 75 and 80 percent
that number for a period of 20 to 30 minutes daily. „
« !.et vour heart be your guide," Copeland said in an interview. Start

sitMi: r0-t^n'- srs Sc^^^rS^. -
r^r^nd%::n8"nabr:bout 150 T^ z^^sly
slow walk of about three kilometres an hour- a120- P^£ "^^f*
about 120 calories. That rate increases sharply when you walk faster up

„alkir.;ikmi!dc^ir:tt:b:utefi:f£££..» .»», *,...»« -10*..than "'vigorous tennis match. Brisker walking up asteeper hill will burn
off more than slow jogging on a flat surface. - t ach
When vou run you place three or more times your weight on your feet eacn
sten An Srobics class involves more stress on the lower extremities. But
Sing eveTat" hard pace, places only about 1.5 times your weight on
your lower body and greatly reduces your chances of injury.
Two equittent tips: Copeland recommends abs°rt^ *°C^ce stoses forshock- absorbing shoses. Most athletic companies now produce shoses tor
walking that are better for the activiy than runmngshoes
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Suicide, trajficj^jjjojgn^^
Vancouver Suli7Augu~st i/86

»-7S7£7L=: iS2TJS=:^,lS-«cSS"
K-K7S7E7;t.s*:£.}»-«s;k,,.
hovering around 633 each year, thofCa!»dM£4CentrC
Canada- said in its homocide report ^ ""; 20 and 29 who are usuallyMost victims continue to be single males bet"eon 2u a ^
shot or stabbed in their own homes by someone they know e'cted
relative. Alcohol or drugs often «nt«b"t^°,^ ™"fal th1ir victims,
killers are generally single «les- »*"* £%^*ft„l„ half were underOf the 18 per cent of victims who were under 20, moie m
age 10- .a i,«t winter there were 667 homocides in 1984, but the£t.*^^ *« circumstances surrounding
f ^Hmlnary report for 19SS showed 689 Canadians -re victims of^murder
and lesser offences resulting m death last vear , an
cent from the year before. evening news, other violent
Although homocides are more likely ^™k* *^e^75gand ^84, there was
deaths^ more *~>?h^ Canadians, comparedan annual average of 2.78 homocides foJ every_ , _with 14 ^icides a^20^oyeh,c death orrery ^^ QuebeC)
Three-quarters of all homocides *nJ^1? homocide rate per capita atand B.C. However, Manitoba showed the highest homociee rac P
4.06 for every 100,000 people. viiiine accountingShooting and stabbing remained the commen~thod tf killing ac g.^
for 62.6% of all homocides, followed by beating at lo.s

Killerhn Quebec and the Marat^s.usuaHy shrt theU vic^M. In the
re» srjrs^.T23J tx-^^i^z^ «l. *.
ZTulZ'tlnt of all killings happened during another criminal act -
most'often robbery, theft or break-and-enter.

DEATH PENALTY SOUGHT
Vancouver Sun. Aug.lst/86

n „ r„tt» <:aid Friday he is in favor of bringingEDMONTON - Premiere Don Getty said Iriaay n
back the death penalty and is considering a free vote on
members of the Alberta leg"1*^ Representative Party leader Ray
^aLrthir^hfirgislatur^^rrf/ee v^te to push the federal gov
ernment toward taking a stand on the"=>ue- ieve ital punish-
" After taking a long time to th nk b - I b I
ment, in certain circumsatnees, is soroctnins.
„;j' inter outside the legislature.Capital punishment was abolished in 1976 hv Parent.

NEVER ATTRIBUTE TO HM.ICE THAT WHICH CAN BE ADEQUATELY EXPLAINED BY
STUPIDITY. HANSONS RAZOR



" DAY IN COURT"

Order in the court, I heard his Honor say, a man was called before
the court and his trial got under way.

Your standin' here on trial today, the third time within a year, and
each time you've been before me your drinkin' brought you here.

Now the last time I gave you 30 days and a $50 dollar fine but we
both know that the price you'll pay won't be so light this time.

For drunk drivin' is not the only charge that we have you on today
but also the life of a little girl, the one you took away.

As 1 sat there and heard the judge condemn the man's disgrace, I saw
a look of pity reflect upon his face.

Icould'nt understand then why he was lettin' this man go free, but
as the judge continued to talk he made it plain to see.

No, I'm not have you thrown into aprison cell, Iwant you out where
you can walk through a life of livin' hell.

Iwant you to see the tiny children as they come out to play, and let
your mind take you back to the life you took away.

You'll see a cold deathly picture in bottle you get. near, and when you
put to your lips, your hands will shake with fear.

You'll never get a good night's sleep, for always in your dreams you'll
lee acar strike down alittle girl and you'll hear her painful screams
Yeah, this is one disgrace that you'll never live down, for every once
in a while you hear someone say

THERE GOES TUB MAN THAT KILLED HIS ONLY CHILD.

CASE DISMISSED.



(Taken from June issue of The Mountain Echo.)

REPORT ON A VISIT TO PRATRTE PENITENTIARIES BY SENATORS DOYLE, FAIgBAIgJL.

HASTINGS, AND NURGITZ.

On behalf of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional
Affairs, in it's study of the subject-matter of Bills C-67 and C-68, we
visited four penal institutions:

1) Stony Mountain Penitentiary, Stony Mountain, Manitoba;
2) Saskatchewan Penitentiary, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan;
3) The Regional Psychiatric Centre, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan; and
•1) Drumheller Institution, Drumheller, Alberta.
We had the opportunity, during our visits, to discuss the proposed

legislation with inmate committees, wardens, and members of the staff of
thi institutions. We found all with whom we came in contact during these
meetings to be helpful and well-informed; and we are grateful for th«*
contribution to our understanding of some of the i«Pl«ations of these Bi ^

This report is primarily intended to be asummary ot the views expressed
to us on the proposed legislation during our visits.

THE INMATE COMMITTEES

The overriding concern of the inmate committees is with that part of
Bill C-67 which would introduce asystem for »gating " potentially danger-
•as inmates i.e., preventing their release on ^TrVZTlllVtheredetiininp them in custody until warrant expirey. We were told th«.t thert

rnonl inmates, agreat deal of anxiety and tension being 8™*"* "*
the possible establishment of agating process. Many *?»"*£*?«!£*" as
any further adjustment to the remission system which "J**™^1^.
a vital safety valve in the penitentiaries, and which serves as an *nce"t
t-» to nondisrupt ve behaviour. There is afear that gating, because it has
IK- Potential to render earned remission ineffectual, could result in a
1.of order and discipline. Even inmates "^/"^f^f^from renting, such as those serving life sentences who do not. benifit from re

Mission, submit that they would suffer adverse consequence J^ey contend
that they would have to deal with a more restive and potentially more
violent population of offenders, who would react to the imposition of re-
^^fwas^eTby some inmates that those aspects of gating which are
potentially damaging to institutional stability might be J««rfied^f their
implimentation genuinely served to protect the P^ B"t t.hey were doubt
ful that holding inmates for the last third of their sentence* would serve
to do any more than merely delay the prob em. Indeed, it could result in
the release of an even angrier, more hostile, and more violent inmate than
or.e who is released on his mandatory supervision date, and in ^ascwitn
out the benifit of supervision. In expressing these concerns the "mates
echoed the views of many witnesses who appeared before the Legislative
Committee of the House of Commons.

cont



Another submission by some of the inmates was that the gating pro
cedure would be over-used. They fear that institiutional staff will use
gating as another tool to coerce appropriate behaviour, and that inmates
who are not necessarily dangerous ( in the sense of being likely to cause
death or serious harm" as required by the Bill ) will be threatened by the
process. Even if gating is used with restraint, they fear that an inevitable
"failure" ( ie. the commission of a violent offence by an inmate who was
not gated ) will lead to it's much harsher application in the future; and
that other legitimate conditional release procedures will become tainted,
and will be more restrictively applied.

The inmates have little confidence that the National Parole Board
will fairly and thoroughly administer gating. They feel that the board does
not give sufficiant consideration to information supplied by custodial
officials. Beyond this, they doubt the ability of any group or person to
accurately predict dangerousness. Every inmate group expressed the pref
erence that the question of gating should be decided by the courts They
feel that the procedures in the courts are more equitable, that judges
could look into the question of the detention of the potentially dangerous
with more objectivity, and that the appeal procedures in the court system
should be available.

Most of the inmates with whom we met agreed that, there does exist a
problem with some inmates who are obviously and seriously dangerous, and
who under the existing law, must be released on mandatory supervision once
they earn sufficiant remission. They submit, however, that the gating pro
cedures in Bill C-67 would do very little to deal with such inmates. Hold
ing them in a penitentiary until sentence expiry only protects society for
a brief period. Some form of indeterminate sentencing, preferably admin
istered by the courts along the lines of the dangerous offender provisions
of the Criminal Code, would be preferable. In the case of mentally disturbed
offenders, more effective treatment is needed. In addition, they submit
that any process of detention should be effected at the sentencing stage,
and not with a "shotgun" approach near the end of a sentence.

One further matter upon which the inmates were in agreement was their
opposition to the retroactivity of the gating procedure - the fact that it
will applv to inmates who will have already started serving sentences when
the legislation comes into force. They view this as fundamentally unfair,
as a changing of the rules in mid-stream, directed at inmates who have
been led to adjust their behaviour based on a semmingly fixed set of ass
umptions as to remission and sentence length.

Most of the concerns of the inmate committees have to do with the
gating procedure. Less comment was made about the so called " one-shot
mandatory supervision " amendments in Bill C-67 ,which would preclude
certain inmates from earning further remission after having their release
on mandatory supervision revoked. Where comment was made as to this aspect
of the Bill it was generally to the effect that this adjustment to the
remission system would also increase the level of tension in the institutions
It was also speculated that some inmates will choose not to be released on
mandatory supervision (a choice open to them under sub. 15(3) of the Parole
Act ), rather than be subject to the imposition of the strictures inherent
in a "one-shot" release. Another matter upon which there was comment was
Che proposal in Bill C-67 r.o inaugurate mandatory review by the board at the
1/6 point of senetence, for purposes of day parole consideration. This was
generally viewed as not having much impact on the number of day parole
releases already made.

cont
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C-67 cont,..

THE STAFF OF THE INSTITUTIONS

A striking feature of the views being expressed to us by staff
at the institutions is the large degree of concurrence between those
views and the ones of the inmates with respect to the proposed legis
lation. It was generally agreed that the introduction of gating and
one-shot mandatory supervision may serve to increase the tensions in
side penitentiaries. It was speculated that it may be necessary to
create special areas within the institutions for the detention of
gated inmates, in an effort to avoid a disruptive effect on the rest
of the inmate population. Some of the staff with whom we spoke also
agreed that gating may do little more than delay violent behaviour
and that consideration should be given to longer term custody of those
who are obviously dangerous or mentally ill. However, the staff at the
penitentiaries indicated that they will be prepared to impliment the
legislation upon it's proclamation.

One disturbing feature of our contact with penitentiary staff was
the frank admission bv some officials that they viewed the proposed
gating procedure as something which could be used as an incentive to
proper behaviour by inmates, and to their participation in rehabilit
ative and other programs within the penitentiary. The clear implication
of this reasoning is that an inmate who is uncooperative could find
himself being threatened with the gating procedure. While this may be
an understandable approach by staff, and while nothing in the proposed
legislation would preclude this possible use of gating, it appears to
be somewhat at odds with the express purpose of the legislation That
purpose is the "protection of the public".

The proposals are, in part, intended to allow for the continued
detention of inmates who are not disruptive and who may participate in
programs, but who are nonetheless deemed to be dangerous. If penitentiary
catff are going to hold out gating as an incentive to "proper" behaviour,
some difficulty might be caused when inmates who respond to this in-
centive are later detained, notwithstanding their behaviour in the inst
itution. It may not be possible to use gating as both a means of det
ention to protect the public, and as atool for the^encouragement of
cooperative behaviour, without causing some dissention and conflict
within penitentiaries. If gating is to have a positive effect, it s
objectives and means of operation must be clearly enunciated to the staff
at the penitentiaries, and the inmates. Otherwise, aprocedure ostensibly
intended to protect society could result in the disruption of life in
the penitentiary. . . , ctorf

On the issue of the "one-shot" mandatory supervision, the staff
with whom we spoke indicated that they did not think it would have much
impact on the institutions, particularly in view of the narrowing scope
of it's application by reason of amendments made in the House Committee.
On the question of early review for day parole, few were prepared to
predict how many inmates it might benifit.



EDITORS NOTE: This issue is concentrating heavilly on the theme of
remembering. But I thought this might be a light look
at the workings of memory. It'll make you feel better
too!!!

TRYING NOT TO FORGET...

By Daniel Goleman ( New York Times )

Moments of forgetfulness are among those small blows to self-esteem
that can lead people to worry about declining intelligence or impen
ding senility.

New research should be reassuring. It documents how very common for
getfulness is, what it is that people tend to forget most often and
how the fear of forgetfulness influences the way that people shape
the world around them. At the same time, it shows how durable memory
can be.

por the last century, most memory research has been conducted in lab
oratories, concentrating on technical aspects of memory that are re
moved from ordinary life. As research psychologists have left the
laboratory to study memory in the real world, they have learned more
about the effects of forgetting on the daily lives of just about
everyone.

They have learned, for example, that virtually every healthy person
finds himself standing from time to time in a room having completely
forgotten why he is there. And while some people's memories are,
indeed, worse than others, researchers have found, it is only sudden
severe loss of memory that may indicate a problem.

" Most people think their memories are much worse than you find they
actually are when you go out and observe them," said Ulric Neisser, a
cognitive psychologist at Emory University who is a leader in the new
work.

Neisser was one of the first researchers to study the kinds of for
getfulness that effect people in their daily lives. Freud, of course,
looked at memory lapses as clues to deeper problems, but current
study is focussing on forgetfulness itself, and thus brings new hard
data to the understanding of a common experience. With Douglas Herr
mann, a psychologist at Hamilton College, Neisser surveyed more than
200 people to determine which lapses occurred most frequently.
Among those that had the highest frequency were being introduced to
someone at a social gathering and forgetting the persons name a few
minutes later; awakening in the morning with a strong sense of hay
ing just been dreaming but being unable to remember a single detail,
and forgetting to bring up a point in a conversation.
Although healthy people often complain about how bad their memory is
getting, researchers say, that may be because they have no idea how
frequently other people suffer the same lapses.

memory cont....
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memory....

Some kinds of forgetfulness, researchers are finding, are not Problems
with memory so much as with perception. Yvette Tenny aP8^0}0*"*
at the Boston Veterans Administration Hospital asked people to -think
of times they had misplaced something, only to find it later The dis
covered object was frequently in aplace where the person had already
looked, but had not noticed it.
Older people, Tenny found, reported such failures to notice a"lost"
objectmore often than young people did. Tenny interpretsthe results
as indicating that there is aslight decrease in P^P*""*!**}""-
ncy with aging, which can make older people think their memory is
worse than it actually is.

To be sure, "forgetting" can be convenient, away to shirk onerous
obligations or to avoid troubling feelings, as Freud observed. In a
recent study of one variety of repression, Tesearcf"f '"*!"
sity of Pennsylvania, Columbia, and Yale investigated "stances in
which people momentarily forgot what they were about to say in apsy-
chotherapy session.
Careful analysis of tape-recorded conversations leading to the lapses
showed that the patients gave signs of increased ^rvousnes ju b-
fore forgetting.Ttore significant, when they later remembered What it
was that had slipped their mind, it almost invariably had to do with
Insecurities abou? their relationship with the therapist, atroubling
topic to bring up.
The patients remembered the forgotten thought in more than two-thirds
of the instances, usually within aminute. If they were unable to re
member within two minutes, they rarely could retrieve the thought at
all.

Such clear records of real-life forgetting are eagerly sought by re-
*Pa-rchers who are trying to study forgetting outside of the laboratory.
One difficulty In studying every day memory, the researchers complain,
fs that they cannot rely on asking people how S^*^^? "goodPeople whose memories are quite poor often report that it is very good,
simply because they have forgetten about having forgotten.
Researchers have found they can get around this di*««"*• £^^
by having people keep logs of their memory lapses, writing ttaton
on the spot when they realize they have occurred. Of course, those
that completely slip are never recorded.
As researchers examine day-to-day memory more closely they are find
ing that it explains much about how the man-made world is set up. How
neonle arranze their possessions - from just what is where on their
bulletin"oafds! to which drawer they use for the egg beater -is det
ermined by their need to prime their memories.

»We structure our surroundings, in large part, so *ha? " *c*j; a!j *
memory aid," said Donald Norman, acognitive Psychologist at «£"""
ersity of California at San Diego. »Peopie makef^°£.fh™£f^en
of their world by putting things m palces that fit th*"\ha?^s-J""6"
there is no fit between where things are and what you need them for,
then memory is more likely to fail."



This is part of our continuing presentation of the Justice System-s Study
Team Report.

FEDERAL PAROLE - COMMUNITY SUPERVISION
National Parole Board

OBJECTIVES

To *«ist in the reintegration of the offenders with the community

need to protect ^^""^ffCan" cost of unnecessary incarcer-
attonln"^: Si^rcSn" A social control/socia! contract prec-
epts underlying the administration of 3ustice.

AUTHORITY

Penitentiary Act, Section 4.1

DESCRIPTION

The National Parole -^^X"- bJ^Pu^^S section"

Service of Canada h«= control an^^^..f.^rCof'SS.na-.
Service (community) and is. resP°nslD'^^ , ..__ /full -j or temporary

vision pursuent to the Parole Act.

BENIFICIARIES

• • *-«. ~f +h<* hpnifits of parole/community supervisionare tnc^Ser^flral an?5rovincil« giited parole or temporary
absence or released on madatory supervision. antic-

The communtiy at large Dcnirits X7 b control/ assistance
social reintegration can be approached through tnc conxru /
process of supervision.

cont



EXPENDITURES

Costs:

To Private Sector

CSC Staffing $ Overhead

TOTAL

CSC PYs (person years)

(2)

84/85

$13,778,365
$30,709,213

$44,487,578

807

Of the $30,709,213 dedicated to the actual CSC National Parole
Service activities throughout Canada, the appropriate allocation be
tween federal and provincial offenders (case preperation and case super
vision) is as follows:

National

Figures

PROVINCIAL

CASE

PREPERATION

8%

$2.5M

PROVINCIAL FEDERAL FEDERAL
CASE CASE CASE

SUPERVISION PREPERATION SUPERVISION

$2.4M

33%

$9.9M

51%

$15.8M

NOTE- The figures above are approximate and relate to the
field operations of CSC -National Parole Service throughout
Canada and do not account for regional or national headquarters
person-years or dollars.

OBSERVATIONS

Community supervision, necessary due to release under the Parole Act,
is believed to provide a significantly greater protection to the public
then release without supervision. . rt .t.WA

Consistent with that belief is the acknowledged position that positive
change may occur progressively with the offender following aperiod of
incarceration, through imposed and enforced conditions of conditional re-
lease

Although there is consensus among federal, provincial and private
sector correctional personnel as to the benefits of the community - sup
ervision aspect of conditional release, there is growing interest in the
rational ordering of resources associated with an integration model of
federal/provincial community corrections.

The CSCs National Parole Service is providing case preperation and
case supervision services to the proveinces at an expense.
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OPTIONS

The study team recommend to the Task Force that the government con
sider the following:

1) Maintain the status quo.

The cost associated with maintaining the existing model of federal
community supervision is as described on the proceeding page, the
positive results could include:

- no loss of federal jobs;
- control of the majority of direct supervision thereby having int
ernal management of the quality of supervision; and
- no expenditure of time and/or resources associated with federal/

provincial negotiations, pertinant to an integrated model of
community corrections.

The negative results could include;

- possible alienation of those provincial corrections systems fav
ourable to an integrated model of community corrections; and

- continual duplication and overlap between the federal and pro-
voncial community corrections systems.

2) Cost recovery from provinces.

The costs associated with case preperation and case supervision of
provincial inmates released by the National Parole Board could be
recovered. The positive results could include federal cost restric
tion due to the influx of provincial revenue; and no loss of federal
jobs.

The negative results could include hostility from the province
as parole is considered a federal authority and therefore a federal
expense.

3) Federalization of all Community Supervision (Probation and Parole)

The federal parole network could be expanded to take provincial
probation supervision under its administrative umbrella, thereby
creating a unified community correction system.

The positive results could include:

a) creation of a "national standard" of communtiy supervision;
b) duplication and overlap could be eliminated;
c) continuance of federal jobs; and
d) an area of conflict between federal and provincial governments

could be eliminated.
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The negative consequences could include:

a) a considerable increase in annual costs to the federal
government; .

b) the complexity of establishing and monitoring a national
standard" of communtiy supervision would require a substantia
federal effort involving person years and resources increase;
and protracted federal/provincial negotiations as provincial
officials would prefer federal withdrawl.

c)

NOTE- It is felt that, "privatization" of communtiy supervision
(non-profit and for-profit) is premature, requiring arationalization
of resources allocation between the federal/provincial community
corrections systems before adding the complexity of an expanded role
for the voluntary sector and the further complexity of the Private
Enterprise " initiative.

4) " Provincialization" of federal communtiy supervision.

The communtiy supervision of federal conditional release could be
compl™ "provincialized ". by utilizing the existing administrative
umbrella of the interested provincial community corrections^rstems
an integrated model of communtiy corrections (federal and provincial)
could maximize efficiancy and effectiveness of taxpayers dollars
directed to this particular aspect of correctional activity.

The positive results could include:

a) a reduction in the number of federal employees;
b) rationalization of federal/provincial resources £«*"<*"*

service supply in other social welfare areas such as social serv
ices, education and hospitals; _•_„ „-p -h^c) possible federal cost avoidance due to "provincialization" of the
administrative element of federal community supervision;

d) creation of amore harmonious federal/provincial enviomment based
on cooperative federalism in the area of service supply, and

e) possible cost avoidance for federal corrections.

The negative results could include:

a) areduction in the number of federal employees with attendant

b) possibIeaextenLd federal/provincial negotiations to resolve issues;
c) and, sub-contracting-out an area of responsibility for which the

Solicitor General is accountable.
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5) " Provincialization " of all Federal Communtiy Supervision.

The potential for federal cost "avoidance" in conjunction with a
more rational ordering of resources (federal and provincial) makes
the integrated model of communtiy supervision the most attractive
alternative at hand. Through contractual arrangement with interested
provinces, the Correctional Service of Canada could arrange for the
community supervision of existing federal clients requiring such
service.

This arrangement is essentially in place in most provinces across
Canada. What is being proposed is that the primary and sole respon
sibility for fedreal communtiy supervision be assumed by the various
provincial community correction systems which are currently serving
in a secondary or "minor shareholder" capacity.

In essence this would expand the existing "sharing" model of super
vision for federal cases to allow the provincial governments to be
come the sole service supplier ( in conjunction with private sector
organizations).

Case preperation and supervision for provincial offenders as well
as supervision of federal offenders could be assumed by the respect
ive provincial community corrections systems. However, case prep
eration for federal cases should remain with the CSC as this has
direct implications for federal parole hearings.

There is a potential for an approximate 50% reduction in the 807
federal person-years for CSC - National Parole Service if the prov
inces agree to take over provincial case preperation and supervision
as well as federal case supervision. Federal "cost avoidance" is
impossible to determine until a province-by-province contractual
arrangement materializes.



BITTERNESS

Flowing

as a raging river

Sweeping

in a torrent all

Massing

breaks it's banks

Cascading

outwards in total mayhem

Destroying

itself.

BILL NICHOLS

NUMBER

In scenario solitude

I resisted the

treacherous rain

of imprisonment

refusing to allow

the child

within me to

disappear

and be stamped

forever

a number upon

my breast.

BILL NICHOLS

PROS THE SIS

COLD STEEL

FUNCTIONAL

CARRESSES

WITH ENCHANTMENT

BRINGING PLEASURE

THROUGH PAIN

BEAUTY

THROUGH HIDEOUSNESS

EXCHANGING FANATASY

WITH REALITY

FOR ECSTASY.

BILL NICHOLS



THE LIFER'S SPORTS DAY

Sunday the 13th. was a very successful event. Sponsored by the Mission
Lifer's Group, and aided by the Inmate Committee, the lifer's put on a
real full day of fun and competition(and did all the work that was re-
quired.)
The attendance was higher than any we have had in avery long time as
was the participation. There were prizes for all the events. The kids
had a riot.

Snecial thanks to Gene Robinson, Wayne Doersam, and Elizabeth Nichols,
for"heir hard work in that hot-box of aBBQ stand. They handed out
approx? 300 hamburgers, 200 hot-dogs, and 12% gallons of ice-cream!II!
There were a lot of full stomachs.
The Mission Music Group played some songs for the sports day crowd. It
went over well, as there was agood mix of different types of music. A
little bit for everyone's tastes.

The Lifer's want to express their thanks to the staff of Mission for
Ineir support ^d help during the day. The feeling is that both security
and living unUstaf/were very helpful and positive in their work during
the days activities.
All of these factors came together to make the sports day averyspecial
one. Thanks to the Mission Lifer's Group for areal good time, and thanks
to all of you who helped out through-out the day.

Editor

REMEMBER ^ Tefusal to eat on August 10, is not an action against
the institution, but a symbolic act of suf£erring ^ re-
membrence of those whos sufferring was anything but symbolic.
Only you will know for sure whether you observed this act
of solidarity, and when you think about it, that's all that
matters isn't it?



TRACKSHOES

July 25/1986

The event of the year for the inmates of Mission Institution had to

be the annual TRACKSHOES held on this July 25th. Over 280 special

people, with counsellors and volunteers from group homes for the
menatlly handicapped attended this Sports Day series of events. Also,
over 100 inmates took part in hosting this event which was organized

by the Mission Lifers Group.

Inmates welcomed the groups to Mission prison: dealt out hamburgers,

hot dogs, ice-cream and cookies; held the events and generally
cheered them on in the races and events haeld all day long.

The attendence of the Press, including all three TV stations and sev

eral newspapers, gave importance and boost in inmate moral to this
event. The coverage on TV was terrific to say the least. To see inmates
helping runners down the track, consoling the losers, ( although no-
one really lost:) and just being their friend, made a lot of people
take a second look at what can happen to people who, unfortunate in
both circumstances, as inmates and as mentally handicapped, can have

such a great time together.

The joyful look on everyone's face told the story better than anyone
could. Many thanks to all who took part in this event, including the
institutional staff for so expedicially overcoming the many obstacles

thrown in their path.

* MISSION LIFER'S GROUP.



Pennant prizes for the participants and pienty of
exercise, too, for Mission (medium security) In-
sttution inmates was characteristic of Operation

Operation Trackshoes is like a two-way
street.

The mentally handicapped who compete
and the Mission (medium security) Institution
inmates who run the specialized track meet
each exchange something which has long-
iasting effects.

Robbie Robid oux, one of the kep
organizers and promoters of the annual event
held Friday, toid TheRecord that the inmates
and the visiting competitors "have a common
bond.

"We host this event because it gives the
mentally handicapped a chance to compete
and they have a lot of fun doing it."

RobioToux, an imate for most ofhis life,ex
plained thattheevent gives "us a chance tobe
caring loving, people.

"Society looks at us both as outcasts —we,
because we*put ourselves there, and they (the

:
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RICK RAKE PHOTOS

Trackshoes, a special track meet run by inmates
for the mentallyhandicapped.

meet special
mentally handicapped), because they were
born that way.

"If you just take a look at people in the
community —theyare scared of 'outcasts' and
theytry to put the thoughtof them under a rug
so they can forget about it."

Heexplained that there "were a lotofhap
py faces on both sides" during the eighth an
nual meet involving 250 competitors, 45 from
the Mission Workshop.

Following twomonths of letter-writing and
telephone work, Robid oux and others were
able to convincebusinesses to donate trophies,
food and beverages to this year's Operation
Trackshoes.

Vancouver's three major sports teams
provided posters and pennants.

"Co-operation from the institution's ad
ministration and the inmates was a real plus —
it really helps when everybody works together
on this project," Robid oux said.
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R. Robidoux
Douglas Manor

MEMORANDUM

~I

J

A/Deputy Warden
Correctional Operations h. Programs

_j

NOTE DE SERVICE

SECURITY - CLASSIFICATION - 06 S6CURITE

OUR FILE/NOTRE REFERENCE

YOUB FllE/VOTRE REFERENCE

DATE

1936 July 28

SUBJECT n , . _ . _.
objet Operation Track Shoes

I would like to thank ycu and all other inmates who worked so
hard in making Operation Track Shoes such a success on Friday.
Obviously the s^rticipants had a 9reat time with the events an«u

t. b.e food.

The media cover-age 1 saw was very positive,

"hanks one and -all*

/>n ,...^,.././

S. Macdona Id

BN/vld

'•<•: Unit Manager Si, P, Uhife
C.R. File
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TO: BOB MacKAY.
Our eroun would like to thank voti and Sharon for a

iob well done in assuring that the Rate passes for the manv people

and the food that came in on Sunday .1u.lv,20.S6 was in order, W* would

also like to thank .T.MessmHti and F. Wallace and the kitchen workers

for their efforts in prenartn? the food supplies (salads and cakes).

Plus the staff that were workine fn contra! mntroll for the

curtions manner in which they trseted the people comin- in fot the

proup rou n d - u p . T h a n k - vo u

D.STEWART

Sl-C/TRF.AS

NEW HORIZONS r.^ni'?



TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT IN THE ALCOHOL/DRUG
TREATMENT PROGRAM - "NEW DIRECTIONS"

1. MANDATORY ATTENDANCE OF SCHEDULED PROGRAM ACTIVITIES.

2. TEN (10) DAYS OR MORE OF PUNITIVE DISSOCIATION WILL RESULT IN REMOVAL FROM
THE PROGRAM.

3 CONVICTION OF THE POSSESSION OR USE OF ANY MOOD ALTERING SUBSTANCES NOT IN
' ACCORDANCE WITH PRESCRIBED MEDICAL TREATMENT SHALL RESULT IN REMOVAL FROM
THE PROGRAM. HISTORY OF "STRONG SUSPICION" CAN BECOME A CAUSE FOR REMOVAL,
AS DETERMINED BY PROGRAM STAFF.

4. all COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STAFF AND RESIDENTS INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAM SHALL
REMAIN CONFIDENTIAL EXCEPT WHERE IT AFFECTS THE SECURITY OF THE INSTITUTION.

5. MAINTAIN CONTINUOUS EMPLOYMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH MISSION INSTITUTION'S
WORK PHILOSOPHY.

6. POOR ATTITUDE, DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR THAT IMPACTS NEGATIVELY ON THE PROGRAM
SHALL RESULT IN REMOVAL FROM THE PROGRAM.

7. DISCONTINUED INVOLVEMENT IN THE PROGRAM WILL RESULT -IN TRANSFER OUT OF THE
UNIT A.S.A.P. REMOVAL FROM THE PROGRAM FOR VIOLATIONS OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
WILL RESULT IN TRANSFER TO THE INDUCTION UNIT. VOLUNTARY REQUESTS TO DIS
CONTINUE WITH THE PROGRAM WILL BE FACILITATED BY EXCHANGE WITH SOMEONE ON
THE WAITING LIST.

o. •.JILLINGNESS TO FOREGO TRANSFER/PAROLE CONSIDERATIONS UNTIL COMPLETION OF
THE CORE COMPONENTS, (approximately four months involvement)

L. MURRAY LUCM
INMATE ' PROGRAM CO-ORDINATOR



AS THE EARTH MOVES WE TUMBLE TO THE GROUND,

IMAGES OF TORMENT ALL GATHER AROUND.

BURNING MEMORIES LOST IN TIME,

ETCHED IN THE FACES OF THE ONES WE LEFT BEHIND.

SHATTERED DREAMS RUN THROUGH MY BRAIN,

AS BROKEN MEMORIES ARE AROUND US,

VISIONS FROM THE DAYS TO COME FADE AWAY IN TIME,

OFTEN HOLDING ONTO THE FAR REACHES OF OUR MINDS
53.

54.

56.

57.

58.

59.

12

13
14

15

ED WELCH

ACROSS
. Young boy
. Wipe out
. Putin

position
. Frozen water

31.

32.

33.

35.Breezes

Golf expert
Most 36.

profound
17. Halloween 37.

word 38.
19. Mine output
20. Aquatic 40.

mammal 43.

21. Tree juices 44.
24. Spires
28. Newspapers, 45.

t collectively 47.
30.' Equips with 49.

20

weapons

Behold!

Long time
period
Be in
concord

Snakelike

fish

Morning
hours (abbr.)
Certain

Waltz or

polka
Undue haste
Allows

Urban

community
Cut off
Rock

Adds herbs

and spices
Portion

Horseman

Very smaii
Affirmative
reply
Breaks

quickly
Never worn

DOWN
Pot cover

King topper
Actress

Sandra

Water

pitcher
Gets out of

bed

Picnic

nuisance

North

Dakota's

neighbor
(abbr.)

8.

10.

11.

16.

22.

23.

25.

26.

27.

29.

34.

35.

Held in hie

regard
Incar,

Basob^ii

statistic
(abbr.)
Small chile
Posse.

(abbr.)
18. Knocks
20. Witherec.

21. Asps.:
portion
Smell

Writing too
Biblical

weeds
Choose f "•
ballol
Bottom of
the foot (pi
Strolls
Author Zr

East-
northeast

(abbr.)
Front of trv:

leg
High
mountains

Natives c'f
Glasgow
Slumber

Paddles

Foxy
Foot digit
Specific
Dynamic
Action

(abbr.)
Have

Born

Use a

needle

thread
At home

anc

EASY CROSSWORDS//
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The New Horizons Alcoholics Anonymous Group meets every Saturday night in

the Visiting and Correspondence Area of the Institution. If You have an

alcohol problem and are ready to deal with it seriously come on up everyone

is welcome. The coffee is hot and the conversation is open and honest.

Once, anmth, the first Saturday of every aonth we have aguest sneaker cone

to the Institution to speak on his association with Alcoholics Anonymous. These

speakers are very warm and friendly.

The New Horizons Alcoholics Anonymous Group also has Step meetings every week
on Sunday nights from 6.00 until 9.00 m. in the VSC area. The Twelve Steos to
recovery axe studied aswell as the Twelve Traditions. The group has just started
aNovalco serious which is aguide to studing the Steps that was perfected in

Prince Albert Penitentiary.

i

We hope to see you at our next meeting.

SHAWN PULLIAM

SEC/TREAS.



' BEFOfoK YOU COME

Prior authorization is required before

visiting a Federal Penitentiary and
completion of an application form is

required.

To arrange a visit, please telephone

826-1231 weekdays between 8:00 a.m.

and 4:00 p.m. or write:

Mission Medium Security Institution

P,0, Box 60

Mission, B.C.

V2V 4L8

- - ROUTE TO MISSION MEDIUM - -

•V

WHEN YOU ARBXVE,

Lock your vehicle

Present identification to the

officer in charge

Sign visitors book

Take only the following items

into the visiting area:

cigarettes for own use;

tickets for refreshments;

baby needs.

LETTERS AND MONEY TOR INMATES

These^tems^ar^_to_be^iven_^^the
staffJ-n^th^visi^nj^area^jiever

directly t2_the_inmate.

-Place your personal effects in the

locker provided.

- Submit to an electronic scanning-

procedure similar to tb*t in effect

at airports.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE

FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, BOOKS, AND PRINTED

MATERIALS TO BE BROUGHT INTO THE

INSTITUTION FOR GROUP ACTIVITIES

AND SPECIAL EVENTS. WHEN THESE

ARE REQUIRED, PLEASE NOTIFY THE

STAFF IN ADVANCE.

WHILE YOU ARE Iff THE INSTITUTION

- Remain in the area designated for

visiting or program activities.

- Observe out-of-bounds areas which

will be pointed out to you by the

staff person in charge.

- Be prepared to leave the Institution

and the Penitentiary reserve

without delay should you be requested

to do so.

- Feel free to approach the staff if

you have questions or concerns.

WHEN YOU LEAVE

- Do not carry any unauthorized

articles, such as letters, out of

the institution.

- Sign-out.

VISITING HOURS

Monday and Wednesday evenings -

6:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. (for day

shift workers).

Tuesday and Thursday mornings -

9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. (for night

shift workers).

Saturdays and Sundays -

9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.



*, Me.dic<vtion TJjmeJt*

HEALTH CARE UMIT

Wtzkday*

6:15-6:45
n.-00-U:15
12:30-12:45
4:30-5:00
9:30-10:00

Weekend*

«:?5-S:45
12:30-1:00
4:30-5:00
9:30-10:00

Tfce fot£<*£i« above tat U the. hous* ion. mcUcation houA* mXkin HU6^n
Iii&:tltutxon.

SUNDM:

7

1:15 P.M. -SOHAN CATHOLIC MASS in the Chapel.

* ******

The CHRISTIAN***j^j«**,£•*** SfSaT ff^f
^iSSTftSV*. ?£* £ K *» and partioipat. to
the raeeting.

SUNDAY* 7:00 P.M. - Fellowship and Bihle Study.
TUESDAY: 7:OC P.M. - Fellowship a*d Bible Study.

THURSDAY: 7:00 P.M. - JjUj«gg gtSf-Si «onth a
band corner 2a to perform in the
Chapel)«

« *vr«~r ^Tm SATURDAY of each aonth there is a meeting for

English-speaking Christians;*
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